Kaspersky for Business

Kaspersky Endpoint Security for Business Advanced combines multi-layered security with
extended control tools – to deliver an agile security solution that rapidly adapts to protect
against new threats. Extra layers of defense help businesses to eliminate vulnerabilities and
do even more to safeguard sensitive data. And all functions are controlled via a single, easy-to-use
management console.
The protection and management
capabilities you need
Kaspersky Lab has built powerful enterpriseclass features into the progressive tiers of
our products. We’ve made sure that using
the technology is uncomplicated and easy
enough for any-sized business to use.
Which tier is right for you?
• SELECT
• ADVANCED
• TOTAL
Multiple protection layers for
•
•
•
•
•

Windows, Linux and Mac
Windows and Linux Servers
Windows Server containers
Android and other mobile devices
Removable storage

Unparalleled security against
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software exploits
Ransomware
Mobile malware
Advanced threats
Fileless threats
PowerShell & script-based attacks
Web threats

Features included
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-Malware
Vulnerability Management
Dynamic Machine learning new
Process isolation
Firewall
OS Firewall management new
Cloud-assisted protection
Integrated EDR agent new
Application Control improved
Dynamic Whitelisting
Web Control
Device Control improved
Server Protection improved
Protection for terminal servers improved
Enterprise Mobility Management improved
Mobile Endpoint Security improved
Encryption
OS encryption management improved
System Configuration & Deployment improved
Patch Management improved
Reporting improved
improved
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Enhanced security with extended
management & data protection
One management console
From the ‘single pane of glass’ management console, administrators can view and
manage the entire security landscape and apply your chosen security policies to every
endpoint in your business. This helps deploy security rapidly and with minimum
interruption or fuss, using the wide range of preconfigured scenarios.

Agile security
The product is designed to work within any IT environment. It employs a full stack
of proven and Next Generation technologies. Built-in sensors and integration with
Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) enable the capture and analysis of large
volumes of data to discover even the most obscure, sophisticated cyberattacks.

A single product – no hidden costs
With multiple security technologies built into a single product, there are no hidden
costs. One product means one license – and all you need to protect your IT estate.

A recognized leader
In 2017, Kaspersky Lab’s security products participated in 86 independent reviews,
were awarded 72 firsts and achieved 78 top-three finishes. Our endpoint solution’s
leadership is recognized by leading global analysts.

Key features

Exploit Prevention, Anti-Rootkit technology and more…

Cloud-enabled endpoint controls

Mobile security features

Enhanced application control

Innovative anti-malware technologies

Reduces your exposure to attack on servers, mobile devices
and PCs, giving total control over what software can run when,
powered by Dynamic Whitelisting from our in-house laboratory.
Default Allow and Default Deny scenarios are supported.

Combined ML-based, proactive and cloud-assisted detection
result in real-time protection. A safe browser, on-demand and
scheduled scans increase the security.

Host Intrusion Prevention
Regulates access to sensitive data and recording devices by using
local and cloud (Kaspersky Security Network) reputations database,
without affecting the performance of authorized applications.

Deployment Over the Air (OTA) provisioning and more...
Systems, vulnerabilities and patch management
Patch management

Device control, Web control and more…

Advanced in-depth scanning for vulnerabilities combines with
automated distribution of patches.

Encryption and data protection

Time-saving OS and software deployment

Comprehensive encryption
Security teams can centrally enforce FIPS 140-2 certified
encryption – at file, disk or device-level – and manage native
encryption tools such as Microsoft BitLocker and macOS FileVault.

Unique, integrated policy creation
Unique integration of encryption with application and device
controls provide an additional layer of security and administrative
ease.

Future-driven threat protection features
Behavioral Detection and Automatic Rollback
Identifies and protects against advanced threats, including
ransomware, fileless attacks and admin account takeovers. The
Behavior Detection blocks attacks, while Automatic Rollback
reverses any changes already made.

Create, store and deploy system images from a central location.
This is ideal for migration to Microsoft Windows 10, for example,
or deploying 150 popular applications identified by Kaspersky
Security Network.

Hardware, software and license management
Hardware and software inventory reports help control software
license obligations. Save on costs by centrally provisioning
software rights.

Maintenance and support
Operating in more than 200 countries, from 35 offices worldwide
our Professional Services teams are on standby to ensure that
you derive maximum benefit from your Kaspersky Lab security
installation.

Protection against encryption for shared folders
Unique anti-cryptor mechanism capable of blocking encryption
of files on the shared resources from the malicious process
running on another machine on the same network.

Protection for containers and terminal servers
Protects Windows Server containers and a wide range of remote
access environments including Microsoft Terminal Services and
Citrix XenApp/Xen Desktop. Traffic Security component provides
protection for web and mail traffic on the Terminal Server.

Free trial
Find out why only True Cybersecurity combines ease-of-use
agility with HuMachineTM intelligence to protect your business
from every type of threat. Visit page and get a free, 30-day trial
of the full version of Kaspersky Endpoint Security for Business.
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